
Dangers of 'Serum technology' to 191 world countries and 9 billion people. 

TIME
in seconds 1 2
in minutes 1 2
in hours 1 2
in days 1 2

Organs

Does the physical 
organ have neural 
connections to 
brain? Yes / No. 

Brain region 1

Brain region 2

Brain region 3

Brain region 4

and so on up to 100

neurons

SERUM package grid for understanding the dangers to humanity. Information for immediate evaluation to 191 world countries, and 9 billion people. 

3 and so on.
3 and so on up to 60. 

Through the timeline, spanning few minutes to several days, serum package negative capability includes manipulating any 
of the 100 brain regions or all of them negatively, wherein the thousands of counter molecules, read poisons can 

hypoactivate, hyperactivate, sedate, numb, induce distortion, induce torture, induce noise, neutralize, induce 
heightened state of activity, deactivate, or take to anesthetic sleep state, at will. In the 20, 000 counter molecules 

created by usa pharmaceutical companies, all brain regions could be attacked this way. Human brain, all its regions work 
at best, when unintruded or uninterupted with counter molecules. The case studies are many to be documented, from 
inducing designed dreams / thoughts, to inflicting permanent torture, to build a revenue model for removing torture / 

switch-on for brain functions to work. usa uk hatred towards world includes sildenafil citrate revenge on world, 191 
countries, 9 billion people. They want to switch of all neural connections for male, female during and after sex. They want 
to switch off brain regions that perceive all joy, happiness, satisfaction, pleasure, excitement, contentment. With no such 

interference of counter molecules, all brain regions will function, and perform at their best. 

The composition of brain are neurons. Brain and neurons perform their functions very well, beyond 100 years of human 
age. Usa uk have built counter molecules to disconnect neural connections. 

Over the indicated timeline, with the precision of upto a second (technically upto nano-second), any of the following 
actions, reactions, negative effects could be induced by counter molecules, read poisons, on the physical organs and all 
the brain regions. The poisonous action could start at any time, be in play in the human body for any amount of preset 

time built into the serum package, stopped anytime, restarted at a later time and so on. A single serum package dispensed 
into the food consumed by you, could act inside you for days, with the schedule plan of action to release counter 

molecules, built and controlled for release through every second, every minute, going into hours, and days.  

3 and so on up to 24. 
3 days and so on. 

The dissolving wrapper micro-nano molecules are built to nano-second precision, for delivery of counter molecules, read 
poisons, within human body, and for their action. Allows them to execute sustained release of counter molecules 

targeting any organ, any cell for several days. Allows them to create psychotic combinations of targeting and attacking 
human organs, cells, torturing a person for many hours upto days. Serum technology is driven in the direction of torturing 

human beings, attempting to control all human organs, cells for controlling human beings life for days, to impose labor 
slavery, or sex slavery. Must be banned in its entireity for saving humanity. 
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heart Yes
lungs
liver Yes
pancreas Yes
eyes Yes
ears Yes
teeth Yes
every join skeletal system, bones, 209 bones Yes
kidneys Yes
nephrons
scalp
hair / facial hair
nose Yes
skin Yes
tongue Yes
aesophagus Yes
stomach Yes
intestines small
intestines large
urinary bladder Yes
urethra Yes
vegina / periods
clitoris Yes
prostrate Yes
testicles Yes
penis Yes
groin Yes
gall bladder Yes
blood Yes
ligaments Yes
tendons Yes
flesh
muscle
harmones
glands Yes

In the 20,000 counter molecules, read poisons created by usa pharmaceutical companies, there are a multitude of 
counter molecules to attack all these organs in ways to weaken them slowly, weaken them at moderate pace, to induce 

accelerated weakening, to damage, to destroy, or to entire kill / terminate the physical organ. While the serum 
technology packages could be nano-particles, their poison potency is extremely high to torture, target any organ. 

In the 20,000 counter molecules, read poisons created by usa pharmaceutical companies, there are a multitude of 
counter molecules to attack all these organs to severaly damage them or destroy them. For those organs that have 

neural connections, they possess counter molecules to disconnect neural connections. 

In the 20,000 counter molecules, read poisons created by usa pharmaceutical companies, there are a multitude of 
counter molecules to attack all these organs in ways to weaken them slowly, weaken them at moderate pace, to induce 

accelerated weakening, to damage, to destroy, or to entire kill / terminate the physical organ. Human blood can be 
used for serum packages activity for many days. Glands in human body could be activated any time at will targeting any 
region, to any degree they want. They possess several counter molecules to manipulate the human body temperature at 
will, that have the capability to incapacitate a person in few seconds. Across the length of human body, any of the blood 

vessels could be ruptured, at anytime. 
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body temperature Yes
blood vessels

factors targeted negatively, weight

factors targeted negatively, strength by 
manipulating bones strength, weight in 
correlation with non bone weight. 

Brain, all brain regions, and neurons in brain. 

All physical organs of human being. 

Dispensation of 'Serum package to human 
beings'. 

The counter molecules can manipulate weight by manipulating any organs or all organs. Out of racism, hatred, jealousy, 
they have attacked citizens across the world by targeting their weight. With regards to weight, after fully banning serum 
technology, Medical council to provide the following guidance. 0-20 original food, parents guidance eat enough. 20-60 

original food, eat enough and manage yourself. 60-99 preventive, supplement program to take you into 90-99. 

There are counter molecules to weaken bones at will, to drill pores into bones to weaken. Out of racism, hatred, jealousy, 
they have attacked men from across the world to target their bone strength. Medical council to define a new metric bone 

weight to body weight, a ratio closely tracked by men to ensure their bones not targeted. 

Expected to perform all its functions well beyond the human age of 100 years. All counter molecules will only interupt, or 
interfere with the normal function of human brain. And interference, by way of counter molecules can only target brain 

functions and its performance, like it is indicated above. 

All human physical organs, in this context excluding brain, will perform their functions well beyond 100 years of age, if not 
targeted by the counter molecules created by usa pharmaceutical companies. For all the physical organs, between ages of 

60-99, preventive molecules available to avoid an occurance of a disease entirely, supplements available to maintain, 
manage the organ if required, to deliver comfortable life with mobility to all world country citizens, over 9 billion of them 
across 191 world countries. The Medical journals and medical literature owned and made accessible to all world countries 

and world citizens, will be established by Medical council, to deliver full life for all human beings, while in the age of 90-
99, the human heart is expected to stop. 

Dispensation of 'Serum package to human beings', anyone, could be done by way of invisible to eye, nano-particulate 
substances that are capable of wrapping many thousands of counter molecules, read poisons, in any food item, any 

packaged beverage, drink, water, packaged food, suspended at any level in drink by manipulating molecular weight of the 
serum package, which could act inside your body with the highest of potency, and act for many hours or days.  

vessels could be ruptured, at anytime. 
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usa uk, rouge old world order abuse of 
humanity over last 250 years. Psychotic 
objectives. 

All forms of cancer are created and induced to human beings, by usa uk rouge old world order. They have induced lab 
created multiplying cells, called it disease cancer, tortured and killed people across world. The fields of neuro-science and 
psycology were supposed to be fully fabricated by usa uk to create counter molecules targeting human brain, all human 

brain regions, and neurons in the brain. All viral fevers are induced by usa uk across the world. All diseases related to 
kidneys, and pancreas including diabetes are supposedly induced by counter molecules created by usa uk to generate 

revenue from human organs and sales of products. Like you can clearly recognize from the above, that all human organs 
are expected to function well beyond 100 years, going upto 200 years or beyond, with heart stopping in the ages of 90-99, 

usa uk rouge old world order started the 'Heart harvesting program' to get second lives. 
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